
HACK DESCRIPTIONS 

TECHNOLOGY ACCESS FOR EVERY FOSTER YOUTH 

We believe that every Foster Youth should have access to the right technology at the right time to 
help them keep up with their peers and compete in today's society. 

Background: Fewer than 20% of California Foster Youth have access to a reliable computer whereas 
over 90% of the general population of U.S. teens have access to a computer in their home. Similarly, 
access to cell phones and the Internet are far behind other populations. This places Foster Youth at a 
massive disadvantage when trying to keep up with their peers in areas of education, career 
opportunities, socialization, networking, access to knowledge and information, and so much more. 

Goal: This hack will explore with Foster Youth what specific technology they need to be safe, 
connected and successful in school, work and life. We will explore existing programs such as LifeLine 
and 1 Laptop, emerging initiatives like Internet For All Now (IFAN), and what policies are or should be 
discussed at State and Federal levels. We will create program models that can be replicated nationwide 
and address Federal and State funding and Child Welfare mandates for technology access. 

YOUTH EDUCATION 

We believe that education is a fundamental necessity for human, social and economic development. It is a 
powerful tool in developing the full potential of everyone and in promoting individual and 
collective well-being. 

Background: Only 52% of Foster Youth will graduate high school. Only 3% of Foster Youth will ever 
graduate college. When they turn 18, 40% will experience homelessness within the first 18 months of 
emancipation (if they don’t have an alternate route) and 1/3 will go on public assistance. 25% will be 
incarcerated by the age of 24 and 33% of females will be pregnant by age 18. Of those, 46% will have 
multiple pregnancies by age 19. 24% will have absolutely no earnings between ages 18 and 20. 

Goal: This hack is a commitment to a N=ALL strategy, meaning we will support each and every Foster 
Youth in our region with high school completion, work experience and post-secondary training/
education. We will work with our local community to recruit for educational support and employment 
readiness sustainable funding streams, coordinate alignment with school districts, find remediation for 
youth who have completed high school 2-3 levels below college entry level, find ways to bring services 
to emancipated youth that receive no support within the system, and secure job and 
internship partners, as well as develop data and analytic tracking strategies. Silicon Valley 
Leadership Group Foundation, Silicon Valley Children’s Fund, SCC Department of Family and 
Children’s Services, SCCOE, individuals, and businesses are uniting forces to bring educational support 
to Foster Youth.   

THINK OF US PLATFORM 

We believe that Foster Youth with strong adult connections, who are involved in their own care 
and support strategy, will have better outcomes. 



Background: Systems do not exist to support a youth centered approach that leverages technology to 
help youth match themselves with adult connections.  

Goal: We will be building an online tool that allows youth to build and “control” their personal advisory 
board. Salesforce, Box, and others have come together to help construct this platform.  

INCREASE FELLOWSHIP SUPPORT 

We believe that Silicon Valley is a unique community of thinkers, doers, and innovators. We believe 
that if we are able to increase the presence of these amazing folks in national Child Welfare reform 
projects, we will be able to implement great change.   

Background: The foster care system is failing our youth. Social services agencies are large 
bureaucracies and are often years behind the technology curve. Staff at social services agencies are 
not able to implement current technology solutions due to skills barriers, legacy systems or thinking 
and/or financial barriers. 

Goal: This hack aims to recruit and engage technology and business fellows to develop new solutions to 
the biggest challenges faced by the government agencies and non-profits in conjunction with Foster 
America on a national level. Foster America (http://www.foster-america.org) is a national program 
that connects fellows from highly innovative corporations, particularly in tech, with national Child 
Welfare reform projects.  

RECRUIT OPTIMAL FAMILIES  

We believe that placing Foster Youth in stable homes that have enough resources to provide a good 
quality of life is essential. We believe our local community has homes that meet these requirements 
and that we can build a tool that will help to recruit families that are best suited for the unique needs 
of Foster Youth. 

Background: Currently, there are not enough suitable families supporting Foster Youth. While every 
family who wants to be part of the foster community is a blessing, a high percentage of foster parents 
live below the poverty line. Practically speaking, these families are less equipped to handle the 
burdens that can come with raising a foster child. What's more, there are more foster children entering 
the system than there are suitable homes to place them in. While there are many reasons for this, one 
of the biggest is that agencies don't have funds for broad-scale awareness and recruitment and even if 
they have determined the right target audience, they are not aware of how/where to connect with 
them. 

Goal: This hack will develop a system to identify the attributes and segments that make up the optimal 
profiles for caregivers, families and supporters and develop a way to assist agencies in more targeted 
recruitment efforts.   

WORK EXPERIENCE AND CAREER PREPARATION FOR FOSTER YOUTH 

We believe that technology can be used to improve and streamline the process to become a foster 
family. 

Background: Average earnings for Foster Youth at age 24 are $690 per month. 25% have no earnings at 
all in the first two years after leaving the foster system. 

Goal: Evidence shows that the Foster Youth with the strongest earnings at age 24 are those who started 
working while in the foster system. We want to develop a robust network of employers and training 
partners that support Foster Youth with skills training and work experience from ages 14 through 24 

http://www.foster-america.org


with increasing levels of income and duties. The goal is that all Foster Youth are in career potential, 
living wage employment by age 24. 

MAKE ONBOARDING FOSTER FAMILIES EASY, FAST, AND SCALABLE 

We believe that technology can be used to improve and streamline the process to become a foster 
family. 

Background: The process to become a foster family includes a long and bloated application through 
separate county and city workflows. For the agencies that facilitate this process requires dozens of 
hours of research to even start a family assessment. Often, families give up on becoming a foster 
family entirely due to the daunting and overly cumbersome process. Social workers are under 
tremendous pressure to place kids in foster homes quickly, but with so much red tape, they are being 
set up for failure. 

Goal: Eliminating paperwork and simplifying the onboarding process is the goal of this hack. We aim to 
create an online process for gathering candidate foster families and develop a way for verifications to 
be shared automatically across departments. We are considering creating a user profile for foster 
families that can be referenced across all county services as a centralized way to receive details in real 
time. We also hope to be able to share applicant data with neighboring counties, cities, and agencies if 
that is the wish of the applicants.  

MATCHING YOUTH TO HOMES 

We believe that every child deserves a family and finding a good match, whether for short-term foster 
care placement or matching for permanency and adoption it is the difference between having a child 
survive and having a child thrive. 

Background: Getting every Foster Youth a family that sets them up for long-term happiness is not easy, 
even when placements are available. Case workers often have very little to go on to find the right fit. 
The default is to look for homes with capacity within a certain geographic area. The notion of matching 
based on the youth's interests, social or educational requirements, and special needs, is not one that 
many social workers have time to do. 

Goal: This hack aims to develop a tool that can be accessed after a family or social worker is assigned a 
case and suggests matches based on the youth’s and the family’s unique profiles. This hack is still in 
the very early stages of development; Front-end application developers, data science folks, and others 
who are willing to build this from the ground up are in great need.  

TRACKING HEALTH 

We believe that children in foster care are being misdiagnosed, overly prescribed psychotropic 
medications, and are being put into environments that create or exacerbate poor medical conditions. 

Background: The California State Auditor released a report in August 2016 the shows that the state and 
counties have failed to adequately oversee the prescription of psychotropic medications to children in 
foster care. Patterns have emerged which indicate severe issues in prescription practices. Foster Youth 
are being misdiagnosed and overly prescribed medications at an alarming rate. It appears that 
psychotropic meds are used to modify behavior, rather than treat illness. You can read the State 
Auditor’s report here: 

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2015-131.pdf 

Goal: We have 600 million medical records. We have BIG data. If you have big data management tools 
or skills, we NEED your help. Our goal is to radically reform how medication and healthcare decisions 
are made for Foster Youth. We want to find patterns, identify specific problems, and make intelligent 

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2015-131.pdf


decisions. The information that comes from this hack will be given directly to judges and social workers 
who can mandate changes to schools, doctors, and other persons of influence in the Foster Youth’s life.  

LEGAL- HEAR KIDS FIRST 

Background: Going to court can be a lengthy and overwhelming experience for foster youth. While 
youth are encouraged to attend court, the current processes in place either prohibits or discourages 
youth from attending. Youth receive court notices via the mail, which is often problematic, especially 
for those that have had multiple placements and addresses. Using a platform they are more 
comfortable with and have consistent access to, such as text or social media, would ensure better 
communication and attendance. Along with lack of effective communication, court is often conducted 
at a time of day that conflicts with activities, such as school, services or jobs which are critical to their 
success. Youth wait for hours for their case to be called. Additionally, it is uncomfortable for youth to 
hear adults talk about them as if they are not in the room, especially when adults make statements a 
youth may disagree with. Foster youth should be allowed to voice their opinion first. 

Goal: This hack aims to encourage attendance by utilizing methods that put the youth first. News about 
court should come through a platform with which they are most comfortable, such as social media or 
text, to ensure they receive the communication and are willing to engage. We will also create 
guidelines to first invite and allow the child to share comments, reactions, thoughts, status, concerns 
and anything else they want to share before any other party is invited to present. We will test the 
process by which children are not only given meaningful opportunities to attend their proceedings, but 
they are also invited to participate in them by being invited to address the court first. Most other 
actors in the courtroom are there as part of their professional responsibilities. Prioritizing the time 
needs of youth and parents is more than reasonable. All cases where youth are present, the youth 
should be called first.  

LEGAL- CASE FILE ANALYTICS 

Background: Judges and lawyers are the “last line of defense” for our most vulnerable children.  
Judges make critical, life-changing decisions that are largely based on reviews of information from 
lengthy case files compiled by child welfare workers  over the course of many years. Lawyers must also 
review and digest all this information quickly to advocate for their client and determine what is in the 
child’s best interest. In most jurisdictions in California, both judges and lawyers are handling caseloads 
well above those recommended by the American Bar Association or articulated in the Judicial Council’s 
statewide funding methodology. . 

Goal: This design challenge will review how we might apply technology to help judges and lawyers 
review and digest case files in a way that will add new insights and look for trends or correlations that 
might not be readily apparent from a traditional reading.  The technology might include machine 
learning, text recognition and analytics software.  Legal professionals may have tools to provide input 
on the value of the machine input to further teach the system and drive improvement.  Team members 
will include foster youth, foster parents, lawyers, judges, court appointed special advocates, and 
technologists who will strive to further define the problem, including defining the critical information 
elements that stakeholders need in order to make decisions.  After establishing a clear problem 
statement and suggesting/testing some solution ideas, we hope to leave the Summit with a viable path 
forward for technologists and subject matter experts to build and test pilot solutions. 

  




